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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Prime Time RV Tracer 31BHD, Prime Time RV Tracer travel trailer 31BHD
highlights: Private Bunkhouse U-Shaped Dinette LED TV 19' Power Awning
Outside Kitchen Your kids may never want to leave the rear private bunkhouse
with four bunk beds, a slide out for more interior floor space, and a closet for their
things. They can play games, relax and visit as well as sleep in each morning
which you will surely love! You will have your own bedroom up front with a queen
bed to relax in. The main area and living area also offers a large slide out with a U-
shaped dinette and sofa that offer even more sleeping space if needed for a
larger crew. There is a full bathroom to stay refreshed, and full kitchen amenities
including a stainless steel sink and a floor-to-ceiling pantry for snacks and dry
goods. And the cook can make meals using the outside kitchen as well. With any
Tracer travel trailer by Prime Time RV, you will enjoy a lightweight, easy to tow RV
for all your outdoor adventures. Each one is constructed with Eternabond
construction that includes laminated aluminum framed walls, floor, and roof for
ultra durability. You will be able to extend your camping season thanks to the fully
enclosed underbelly, the 30K BTU furnace, and the 15,000 BTU A/C. The Tracer
travel trailers are packed with exterior conveniences to make each trip hassle-
free, like the power tongue jack and electric stabilizer jacks, the Doggy D-ring pet
securement, the universal docking center, and so much more. Head inside to find
at-home comforts throughout, including solid wood core cabinetry, LED lighting
with motion sensor lights in key locations, and a brushed nickel "J" spout kitchen
faucet to name a few.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 292577
VIN Number: 5ZT2TRWB3RB524417
Condition: New
Length: 35
GVW: 7635
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 2

Item address , North Canton, Ohio, United States
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